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Highlights: 
Workshop on Environmental Health in Israel 2017 

 

Session 4 

Drinking Water 

In 2016, 60% of drinking water desalinated. Survey of 260 sites on iodide in drinking water.  

There is a lot of data regarding the water source, but insufficient data about the water that 

runs in the customer’s tap. A model is being built to bridge that gap. 

Plans in 2017: (a) to establish central fluoridation system, (b) to conduct 4th survey on lead in 

drinking water, focusing on schools and residences. 

MOH data does not support association between nitrates in drinking water and 

methemoglobinemia. 

There have been successful actions to reduce THM levels.  

Simazine – still in surface water, not clear if this is environmental persistence or continued 

use. 

International expert contribution: 

 Holland: 

o Pharmaceuticals not regulated in drinking water 

o No fluoridation  

 USA: 

o Governance problem regarding drinking water. Decentralized water supply. 

o Levels of nutrient pollution and algal blooms important issue. 

o EPA will have to revisit lead drinking water action levels. 

o It is not clear what % of lead body burden is from drinking water. As blood 

lead levels drop, drinking water sources become more important. Currently 

most of the exposure to lead comes from paint. Paint lead is regulated by 

the housing and urban administration with the involvement of the EPA.  

 General comments: 

o Need careful control when adding chemicals to drinking water systems.  

o When planning study on lead: focus on places with suspected lead fixtures/ 

high desalination rates. 
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Wastewater  

Challenges include: quantifying exposure to pollutants originating from TWW, evaluating risk 

of single and mixtures of compounds, short- and long-term effects of irrigation in 

wastewater, evaluating risk to human, and also farm animals. There is a need for new 

regulations in this field. 

The subject is global because of global food trade. 

International expert contribution: 

 Survival of genes resistant to antibiotics, outbreak event in Holland started from 

produce imported from Egypt. No standards related to organic pollutants in EU but 

there is process of developing standards for water for recharge. 

 This subject is challenging because of its global effect: agricultural products irrigated 

with wastewater are exported to additional countries. 

 The ability to detect new chemicals has significantly improved and is even higher 

than the ability to understand the potential impacts. 

 CDC has investigated outbreaks because of application of poorly treated waste on 

crops from Mexico. There are "breaks in the system". 

We should be more concerned about this potential problem in fruit trees than in seasonal 

crops. 

 

Chemical Food Contaminants  

Substances unintentionally added to food or may be present in food due to environmental 

contamination, cultivation practices or production processes.. 

The new law food in 2019 will shift some responsibilities from veterinary services at MOAG 

to MOH. 

Hopefully will have MABAT nutritional data in a year or two.  

Aluminum survey has been conducted with focus on baby food. Publication by end of 2017 

Coal ash and radiation in crops treated with coal ash is still under review but preliminary 

evaluation indicates no hazard. 

There are simple ways to reduce exposure to lead without any dietary changes, but through 

new and better regulations.  

International expert contribution: 

 CDC has extended biomonitoring for nutritional factors (folate, trans-fat, vitamin D). 

 CDC has investigated outbreaks related to food supplements and herbal medicine 

from China. 
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 Vulnerable populations include refugees, immigrants, may be more exposed. For 

example, lead was found in candies from Mexico, consumed by Hispanic populations 

in the USA. 

 Interest in coal ash at EPA has been on groundwater and releases to the 

environment 

 According to report on healthy safe sustainable diet, chemical food safety is not a 

problem. 

 

Pesticides   

The responsibility in Israel is divided between numerous government bodies. Too many 

ministries are involved. Supervision and enforcement is still a challenge. Currently many 

important issues are not being handled by any authority, such as: “what happens with the 

crops after they leave the field and before the get to the store”? Therefore a united 

governmental authority to authorize pesticides is needed. 

Need research on new approaches to control pests, need research on organophosphate 

alternatives.  

An important MOAG goal is to decrease pesticides use. There are subsidies for pest 

monitoring to reduce pesticide use. Need to create trust between citizens and government.  

International expert contribution: 

 EPA pesticide law is based on risk benefit analysis, while many pesticide decisions 

are driven by ecological risks. In addition, EPA has new regulations on worker 

protection. 

 Decision to ban comes after discussion on whether you can adequately control risk 

by restrictions on sales and use. There are certified applicators for pesticides with 

restricted use, including in the agricultural sector. 

 Holland – densely populated country with intensive pesticide use. Study on exposure 

underway with emphasis on tulip bulb crops. Also, problem with off label use of 

pesticides.  

 Glyphosate is issue of debate in Europe. 

 Risk assessment is usually on single use but there is sometimes repeated use on 

same crops of different pesticides. 

 CDC has experience with identifying problems using poison center data.  Some of 

the issues CDC has handled: acute pesticide illness investigations, Zika virus and 

aerial spraying.  

 


